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Voice Communication between Traffic Controller at
control office and Station masters at way station is very
important communication requirement. This voice
communication system not only affects operational
efficiency but can affect safety of train operation also.
The existing train Control communication system
(TCCS), due to historical and Technical reasons, is
omnibus circuit in nature . Being omnibus, it provides
excellent conference communication feature between
various users. Over the years though the transmission
medium has become digital (using PDMUX/SDH and
OFC Platform), the end Points continue to remain
analog thereby keeping user’s experienced largely
unchanged.
The Intention of providing Voice over Internet Protocol
based Train Control Communication is to make use of
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based Train Control Communication is to make use of
the Standard, Modern and widely proven Internet
Protocol technology as a platform. This enables use of
common infrastructure for voice and data services. By
this the control communication system becomes rich
with many features which are not available in the
existing system. Thus making the system more reliable
and efficient.
The RDSO Specification for VoIP based Train Control
Communication system is RDSO/SPN/TC/99/2012
Rev.2
Voice over Internet Protocol or VoIP, is a category of
hardware and software that enables people to utilize the
Internet as the transmission medium for telephone calls
by sending voice data in packets using IP rather than by
traditional circuit transmission of the standard
Telephone networks.



Control Office: Control office(s) exist in the Division
for Controlling and regulating train traffic over a section
consisting of several Railway stations.
HQ Control Telephone: The telephone at control
office with each of the controller is called “HQ control
telephone”.
Controller: Each control circuit is manned in control
office by their respective controller/official like section
traffic controller, traction power controller etc.
Controllers communicate with a group of way stations
in their jurisdiction using TCCS.
Way Stations: For the purpose of train control
communication system, generally the way side railway
stations are referred as way stations.
Way Station Control Phone: The telephone at way
stations is called “Way station control telephone”
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stations is called “Way station control telephone”
Separate way station control telephone is provided for
different control circuits.
Train Control Communication System (TCCS): It is
the Communication system to enable communication
between the HQ control telephone provided at Control
office and way stations. It provides functionalities of an
omnibus communication circuit.

Omnibus Nature of Circuit: The existing system is
logically an omnibus circuit. It enables conference
connection between multiple way station telephones and
controller’s telephone as soon as handset of any the way
station telephone is lifted.

FEATURES OF TRAIN CONTROL
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM (TCCS)



Emergency Control Circuit: Emergency control
circuit is another omnibus circuit which is unique in the
sense that it does not employ any signalling and need to
be integrated in the present form with the VoIP based
solution while continuing the use of existing emergency
portable telephones.

 Existing voice communication system consists of
analog telephones using either analog transmission
on copper cable or digital transmission on OFC.

 Way station telephones are always connected to the
controller’s conference circuit. DTMF signalling is
used to draw attention of way side station. Similarly
emergency communication socket points are also
always connected to the emergency controller’s
conference circuit.

 Way stations are always connected to controllers
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 Way stations are always connected to controllers
conference circuit and by lifting the handset
communication starts.

 The Present System is analog system. It provides
basic requirement of communication. It has got no
additional feature. Being analog system, providing
even a very small additional feature requires changes
in hardware.

 The Present system is Railway specific as this type
of System does not have any requirement outside
Railways. This limits market driven improvement.

 This system is being run on analog circuits or on
TDM based circuits. These technologies are likely to
be phased out and replaced with packet based
communication systems (IP based system).

Why VoIP BASED TCCS



 Being IP based system , the VoIP based system shall
be based on open international standards.

 VoIP based system shall provide many features
which are common in modern telephony. Some the
useful features may be caller ID, Call logs etc.

 Being IP based network, it shall use common
network infrastructure for voice, video and data.

 VoIP systems being world wide accepted
technology, further improvement in the system shall
benefit the TCCS also.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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 It is a combination of centralized and distributed
architecture. The telephones shall normally register
with the centralized server for feature rich
communication meeting the needs of TCCS and
Providing conferencing (to emulate omnibus
feature).

 In case of non-availability of centralized server, the
telephones shall register with voice gateways
provided at each way station to provide basic
telephony features.

 The Central server block shall provide call control,
conferencing , network management, voice recording
features. It shall be provided with 100% redundancy.
The redundant system could be deployed at
geographically different location to provide Disaster
recovery option.

THE COMPONENTS OF VoIP BASED TCCS
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Server Block: To Provide call
control, conferencing, Network
management, voice recording,
NTP and enhanced features to
section controller’s console.

Router: Router is used to
interconnect two or more
geographically dispersed
networks

Swtich: Switch is
Networking Device & It is
used to provide LAN
connections.

THE COMPONENTS OF VoIP BASED TCCS



The Controller’s Console:
To provide feature rich user
interface to make
conference calls to various
way station control
telephones.

Testroom(Administrative)
Console: Provided at Test
room for the Purposes of
testing & Operational
Work.

FXO/FXS Gateway: 
For Interfacing Railway 
Exchange with VoIP   
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Exchange with VoIP   
Based TCCS

Emergency Gateway:
To Integrate Legacy
Emergency Communication
to VoIP Based TCCS

SMS Gateways: To enable sending of SMS alerts
generated by Network management system, voice logger
and controllers.

IP Telephones/Equipments
to station masters/Other
way station users



SIP Protocol: Session Initiation Protocol is one of the
common, call control signaling (RAS, i.e. Registration,
Administration and Status protocol used in VoIP
technology). It is an Application layer protocol that
works in conjunction with other application layer
protocols to control multimedia communication sessions
over the Internet. SIP is suitable when it comes to
instant messaging, file sharing, and multimedia
communicating. It is also the most sought after protocol
for multimedia conferencing.
SIP was developed by the IETF and published as RFC
3261, and its flexibility has allowed it to replace almost
completely the H.323 protocol in the VoIP world.

COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES
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For Section Controllers

 Unified Graphical User Interface for Section
Controller, Emergency Controller and other
Controllers.

 Touch Screens.
 Selective Call , Group Call, Conference Call.
 Controller to Controller Call along with stations in

conference.
 Information regarding stations currently in

conference.
 Status of Various station like busy , free, not

reachable.
 Caller ID , Call History.
 Send and Receive Short Message.
 Ambience Listening of ASM, Video Call.

HIGHLIGHTED FEATURES



For Station Masters

 Common Single Equipment for all Controls.
 Distinctive Call ring from Section Controller.
 Shortcut Dialing buttons for Calling Various

Controller.
 Incoming Call alerts from section controller even

when the phone is busy or Off Hook.
 Caller ID, Call Log, Missed Call Details Users

( ASM, Controller, HQ etc).
 Station to Station Calling selective Call, conference

Call Possible.
 Plug and Play Functionality for IP Phones during

Replacement.
 Video Call Possible.

For Management and Maintenance

 SMS and Email Alerts for Faults.
 NMS for remote configuration and Fault
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 NMS for remote configuration and Fault
Management & Analysis.

 Complete Voice and data recording of VOIP
Network , History and Analysis.

 Emergency Communication possible without
PDMUX and STM.

 Power Over Ethernet for IP Phones.
 HQ Server to have inbuilt protection against DoS

attack and Intrusion.
 Uniform Time Distribution over NTP.
 Redundant VOIP Servers.
 Highly secures , Easy Maintenance and Migration

RELIABILITY FEATURES

 Dual Ethernet ports are provided in servers and
consoles to provide redundant connections with the
LAN.



Various Provisions are made to ensure secure
communication and management based on industry
standards. Some of these are
 Server hardening including inbuilt protection against

DoS attack intrusion.
 Port based authentication as per IEEE 802.1x

 Redundancy is provided for important
communication servers including voice record
servers.

 NMS is provided for fault and performance
monitoring .

 SMS alerts shall be issued to the nominated person in
case of event or fault alarm. Voice logger system
shall also give alerts in the form of SMS for
notifying events.

SECURITY FEATURES
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 Port based authentication as per IEEE 802.1x
 Support for TLS/SSL and SSH for Provisioning and

access.
 Separate VLAN for TCCS system with the

stipulation that PC connected to second Ethernet port
of the IP telephones shall not be on the voice VLAN
for TCCS.

 The Communication server shall allow
communication only with trusted hosts like IP
phones, gateways, NMS stations etc.

 Change Configuration only from authorized devices
or networks.

 Easy replacement of IP phones wherein the
configuration details are stored at centralized
location and uploaded when these devices are
replaced.

OTHER IMPORTANT FEATURES



 The end point shall provide QoS marking at layer 2

and layer 3 to minimize delays in LAN and WAN.
 Voice logger shall notify events like records storage

capacity , recording activated or not, switch over to
back-up server etc. in the form of SMS or email.

 Support for wideband codec is provided on
controller’s console and ASM’s IP phone to provide
good quality voice if sufficient WAN bandwidth is
available.

 Features like Voice activity detection, comfort noise
generation, Echo cancellation, error concealment,
adaptive Jitter Compensation are provided for
acceptable voice quality and efficient utilization of
bandwidth.

 Provision for voice logging device has been made
which will provide additional features while
searching for specific recording. In addition to this,
interface is provided to do the recording on the
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interface is provided to do the recording on the
existing voice logger.

 Emergency Communication gateways are provided
at every station to provide necessary interface for
interconnecting existing socket based emergency
communication system with the VoIP based system
retaining existing emergency portable telephone. .

BENEFITS OF VoIP BASED TCCS

 VOIP based System is digital communication, feature
rich Signalling, event recording , monitoring and
management system.

 VOIP is Packet based communication, enabling use
of common network infrastructure for data, voice and
video communication (IP MPLS). Hence this is a
must for migration to next generation technologies.

 SMS, Email and notification to users in case of any
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station or controller equipment failure which is not
possible in existing analog system.

 Centralized Communication Application Server,
Network Management System and Voice recording
system, hence access to data is quick and can be done
by authorized users from remote location in the same
network.

 The audio quality in digital communication is always
better due to efficient backbone network, noise and
echo cancellation feature, automatic gain control etc.

 NMS for remote configuration and fault management
and analysis.

 Complete voice and data recording of VOIP network.
 Integrated Mic and Speakers at Console, hence no

external device is required to connect separately.
 The IP based system adoption will help Railways to

cater for future technology up gradation seamlessly.

DISCLAIMER: The information given in this pamphlet
does not supersede any existing provisions laid down in
IR Telecom Manual, Railway Board and RDSO
publications. This document is not statutory and
instructions given in it are for the purpose of guidance
only. If at any point contradiction is observed, then IR
Telecom Manual, Rly. Board/RDSO guidelines or Zonal
Rly. instructions may be followed.
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Any Suggestions about the pamphlet are welcome and may be
sent on E-mail: dirsntcamtech@gmail.com or at Mob. No.:
9752447080.
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